Background: Fall-related injury is a major cause of accidental death and is rarely reported in children. Even successful treatment of children with multi-organ injuries caused by fall from the extreme height has been rarely reported.

Methods: We herein report a 2-year-old girl who fell from the 10th floor, had multi-organ injuries, and was successfully rescued.

Results: The girl sustained multi-organ injuries, such as head injury, closed abdominal injury, as well as fractures of the left limbs, and successfully recovered after two surgeries and supportive treatment.

Conclusions: This case illustrates that a child who falls from extreme heights can occasionally be rescued. Early neuroprotective strategies help to improve neurological recovery.
(CRP) level of >160 mg/L. Radiographic images of the bones and chest revealed fractures in the left proximal and distal radius as well as fractures of the distal fibula and tibia, pulmonary contusion, and a large area of right pneumothorax (Figs. 3 and 4). A chest tube was then placed. Craniospinal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed multiple abnormal patchy signals within the white matter of both cerebral hemispheres and cervical spinal cord contusion (Fig. 5). Abdominal ultrasound revealed non-uniform liver echogenicity and a small amount of fluid under the capsules of the liver and spleen. Metronidazole and methylprednisolone were administered to treat possible intra-abdominal anaerobic infections and possible spinal cord injury, respectively. During this treatment, the child’s GCS score decreased to 3, BP decreased to 68/34 mmHg, and a high blood sugar (BS) level of 15.8 mmol/L was measured. Fluid resuscitation was performed, and vasoactive drugs including epinephrine and dopamine were intravenously administered to elevate the BP. Insulin was administered intravenously to treat the hyperglycemia. Five days after admission, the child improved with a GCS score of 9, T of 36.2°C, BP of 103/65 mmHg, HR of 110 beats/min, capillary refill time of 2 seconds, and BS of 8.8 mmol/L. Extubation was then performed, and the chest tube was removed.

Ten days after admission, the child became alert, but developed another high fever. The CBC showed a high WBC level of $22.8 \times 10^3/\mu L$, a N level of 83.2%, and a CRP level of 146 mg/L. Chest and abdominal CT revealed left pleural effusion and a dark area of perisplenic fluid. A second surgery was performed that night to remove the perisplenic abscess, and 200 mL of pus was drained via abdominal drainage. The same antibiotics were continued together with fluid support and symptomatic treatment after the second surgery. The CBC, CRP level, and liver function returned to normal levels on day 13 after admission. In addition, the patient responded well to enteral nutrition, which was provided the next day. However, she had flaccid hemiparesis in the left upper and lower extremities, low myodynamia (grade 0), and binocular vision loss. Cranial and spinal MRI re-examinations revealed improved intracranial and cervical spinal cord lesions. Twenty-three days after admission, additional oxygen requirements were discontinued. Her vision recovered slightly, and she could identify objects at a close range. The myodynamia of the left limbs recovered to grade 3, and the peritoneal cavity drainage tube

Fig. 1. CT scan showing a massive gas shadow in the abdomen.

Fig. 2. Abdominal X-ray showing bilateral subphrenic free gas.

Fig. 3. Left limb bone X-ray showing fractures in the left proximal and distal radius (A) and the distal fibula and tibia (B).

Fig. 4. Chest X-ray showing right pneumothorax.

Fig. 5. Cranial (A) and spinal (B) MRI showing multiple abnormal patchy signals within the white matter of both cerebral hemispheres and a possible cervical spinal cord contusion.
was successfully removed on the same day. The child was then transferred to the rehabilitation ward for hyperbaric oxygen therapy. She was finally diagnosed with high fall injury; closed abdominal injury (stomach rupture, contusion, laceration of the liver and spleen, traumatic pancreatitis, and acute diffuse peritonitis); traumatic shock; closed head injury; cervical spinal cord contusion; fractures of the left ulna, tibia, and fibula; and multiple skin/soft tissue contusions. After 2 weeks of rehabilitation and hyperbaric oxygen therapy, her vision and left upper limb became normal.

Discussion
Fall-related injury is a common cause of trauma and one of the most common causes of accidental death. In general, falling from a height of >100 feet is considered a “nonsurvivable” injury.[3] More attention should be paid to patients who survived a height fall because they may have sustained brain injury and internal organ injury from deceleration and impact and may present in shock.

Traumatic shock refers to trauma-induced systemic stress response, rapid decrease of effective circulating blood volume causing microcirculatory disorders, and multi-organ dysfunction syndrome. Reasonable and early fluid resuscitation and surgical control of bleeding are pivotal for patients with traumatic shock.[4] In this patient, crystalloid and colloid resuscitation, administration of vasoactive drugs, and timely surgical repair and hemostasis gradually increased the BP to a normal level.

Unlike traffic accident injuries, fall-related injuries are mainly characterized by intracranial injuries, particularly in children[5] because of their large head-to-body ratio and immature brain tissue. Impaction by an external force thus frequently leads to more severe brain injuries in children than in adults. The fall in this case was blocked by a neighbor’s forearms, which may reduce the impact force. In addition, she fell on soft grass, and the left body landed on the ground; thus, neither intracranial hemorrhage nor skull fracture occurred.

After the first surgery, she quickly developed a deep coma. Spontaneous breathing ceased and she had a low GCS score of 3. A possible reason may be that the shear stress and impact force induced by the high fall caused brain stem or/and white matter injuries. According to the cranial MRI images, diffuse axonal injury was considered, the pathogenesis of which is associated with edema and axonal laceration, caused by the shear while falling. Protection of the brain from secondary injuries is essential to improve long-term neurologic outcomes.[6] Because hyperventilation is potentially harmful to brain perfusion, we used mannitol to reduce the intracranial pressure and improve the cerebral hemodynamics and oxygenation for adequate cerebral blood supply. In addition, other interventions such as mild hypothermia were employed for effective control of diffuse brain edema in the early stage[7] and for recovery of consciousness.

During emergency treatment of fall-related injuries in children, rapid intubation, early resuscitation, and timely transfer to a qualified trauma center contribute to patient survival. A variety of factors, such as the impact of the falling height, quality of the impact surface, and position of the body relative to the impact surface, must be taken into account when designing rehabilitation strategies and assessing factors related to outcome.[8]

In conclusion, this case illustrates that a child falling from extreme heights can occasionally be rescued. After emergent treatment, early neuroprotective strategies should be considered as soon as his or her clinical conditions stabilize.
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